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Foreword
Nicola Callaghan developed this very valuable resource for apprentices and
instructors as part of her role as the CDETB Adult Education Service Study Skills Coordinator for Apprentices based in Finglas Training Centre. The development of this
manual has involved learners, instructors and staff in the Finglas Training Centre and
the National Support to Apprentices Group, working with Nicola to overcome barriers
to learning and to develop course related study materials.
In creating the Study Skills Support Service for apprentices, the CDETB Adult
Education Service is guided by a commitment to inclusion and equality. The Study
Skills Service is based on the belief that all apprentices, who have the skills and
aptitude can with the appropriate supports, engage successfully with the course
content and concepts. The study methods and techniques in this manual aims to make
the carpentry and joinery course more accessible for all apprentices.
Through the improvement of their study skills, the purpose of this manual is to help
carpentry and joinery apprentices increase their level of achievement and their
motivation to learn and ultimately to have a higher retention rate in carpentry and
joinery.
In her role as Study Skills Support Co-ordinator, Nicola has completely immersed
herself in the knowledge and skills required in all the trade apprentices. Previously,
Nicola developed another equally valuable resource, Study Skills for Plumbers.
Nicola has focused on all the key areas that benefit from more effective study skills
and learning techniques including reading, notetaking and memorising skills.
Furthermore, she has demonstrated how highly motivational tools such as Kahoot and
Quizlet can help make learning more fun.
We hope Study Skills for Carpenters and Joiners helps apprentices develop new study
skills and to become better and more efficient learners.
Cora Rafter
Adult Education Manager Finglas/Cabra
CDETB Adult Education Service
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Study Skills for Carpenters

Section 1: Study Skills for Carpenters
OK4R Reading Strategy
The OK4R reading method is only one reading strategy that is designed to help your
understanding and retention of information. Complete the questions below by using
the information on drying timber overleaf.
1. O is overview: read the introduction, table of contents, headings, and summaries
so you will get an idea of what the text is about.
Overview:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

2. K is key ideas: once you have completed the overview, go back and skim
through the text for key ideas, which are usually found at the beginning of each
paragraph. Read the bold print, italics, bulleted sections and look at the pictures
and graphs.
Key ideas:
a)
b)
c)
d)

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

3. R1: read the text from beginning to end. You will be able to read it quickly,
because you already know what the article is about.
Additional Information:
a)
b)
c)
d)

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Study Skills for Carpenters

4. R2: recall by hiding your notes and trying to remember what the main points were.
Write down or say a few key words or sentences. This will help to keep the
information in your mind.
I remember the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

5. R3: reflect on the previous steps to help keep the information in your memory,
relate it to other information that you already know.
If you have dried timber before, write down what you already knew.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Why is knowing about the process of drying timber important to your job?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

6. R4: review at a later time. Go over the text again to refresh your memory. Study
any parts you have forgotten again.

Information adapted from: http://www.discoverbusiness.us/learning/#3 [Accessed 12 April 2017].
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Drying Timber
The reasons for drying timber:
•

It makes the timber more stable and less prone to distortion than undried timber

•

It is stronger when dried

•

Dried or ‘seasoned’ timber is lighter which makes transporting it easier

•

It makes it more fungal-resistant

•

It is easier to work with tools and machinery

•

Glues and finishes perform better on dried timber

There are two ways to dry timber:

1. Air Drying
This is where the freshly cut timber is stacked in open sheds outside and air moves
through the stack, carrying heat to it and carrying water vapour from it. When
stacking timber you must consider the foundations, stack size (max 2m width) and
how to protect the ends of the planks.

This method is:
Inexpensive but is a slow process that relies on the weather

2. Kiln Drying
This is done in a closed chamber where the air temperature and circulation are
controlled which makes it easier to manage defects. It can reach lower moisture
content levels than air drying.

There are two types:
•

Compartment Kiln

•

Progressive Kiln
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Note-taking
Note-take to:
•

help your memory

•

help your understanding

•

make exam revision easy

•

record important information that you will need again in the future

•

organise ideas and plan exam/assignment questions

Assess your own notes.
✓ Are they easy to understand?
✓ Do they help you to remember and learn?
✓ Are they well organised?
✓ Is key information highlighted?
✓ Do they have headings and page numbers so you know what topic they refer
to?
✓ Are they to the point?

Note-taking Styles
Note-taking style is personal to you. Look at the following and select which one you
prefer.

1. List Method

Topic: Different Types of Sawing / Methods of Conversion
Through & Through – cheap, softwoods, no grain pattern, prone to cupping,
limited waste
Quarter – labour intensive, attractive grain pattern, more stable boards,
more expensive
Tangential – gives good structural strength, takes nails better, boards shrink
in width, prone to warping, expensive
Boxed Heart – hardwoods where heart is rotten, expensive
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2. Linear Method

Topic: Different Types of Sawing / Methods of Conversion
1. Through & Through
➢ Cheap
➢ Softwoods
➢ No grain pattern
➢ Cupping
➢ Limited waste

2. Quarter
➢ Labour intensive
➢ Attractive grain pattern
➢ More stable boards
➢ More expensive

3. Tangential
➢ Good structural strength
➢ Takes nails better
➢ Boards shrink (width)
➢ Warping
➢ Expensive

4. Boxed Heart
➢ Hardwoods
➢ Heart is rotten
➢ Expensive
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3. Outline Method
One
method of
conversion
Softwoods

Cheap

Through
&
Through
Prone to
cupping

Limited
waste
No grain
pattern

4. Pattern Notes
Through & Through Sawing

advantages & disadvantages
cheap

no grain pattern, cupping

low machinery cost, limited waste
Quarter Sawing

attractive grain, added stability

labour intensive
expensive

Tangential Sawing

gives good structural strength

takes nails better but expensive, warping & shrinking (width)
Boxed Heart Sawing

hardwoods

expensive

rotten hearts
Exercise
Once you have selected a preferred style, summarise the information on softwoods
& hardwoods using this style.
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Mind-Mapping
Mind-mapping gives you a visual overview of information using curved lines, colour,
images and single words or short phrases to help the brain access more detailed
information on a topic.

Mind-mapping:
•

Follows the layout of the brain making it easier to remember

•

Helps you to organise information and show connections

•

Is useful for recording small amounts of information

•

Helps you to summarise difficult topics

Sample Mind Map
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Short-term & Long-term Memory
The reason we chunk information together is simple; the short term memory can only
hold five ‘chunks’ of information at any given time. The information we don’t use
frequently is then banked in our long-term memory so we can recall it at a later stage.
If we don’t recall information for long periods of time, we lose it. Organising
information allows us to not only ‘chunk’ information but also to ‘bank’ it in such a
way that it can be easily accessed and remembered. A trigger chart is one tool that
can help your memory access additional information.
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Guidelines for Effective Studying
•

Remind yourself why it is important that you study – what is the long-term goal?

•

Manage yourself and your time by setting deadlines

•

Create a realistic study timetable and stick to it

•

You study best when you are at your best e.g. before lunch-time

•

Study in the way you learn best – Quizlet, Kahoot

•

Start with an easy topic, then difficult topic, easy topic, etc.

•

Kick-start your study by summarising or recapping what you learned in the
previous session

•

Create a glossary for words you don’t understand

•

Your brain loves organised information so chunk or group information together
where possible

•

During the exam write clearly, do the easiest questions first and use drawings
to help you if necessary
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Study Timetable
Write the subject you are going to study under the day and timeslot provided. Hourly
slots are used as you should actively study for 45 minutes and break for 15 minutes.

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

SUN

9.00-10.00

10.00-11.00

11.00-12.00

12.00-13.00

13.00-14.00

14.00-15.00

15.00-16.00

16.00-17.00

17.00-18.00

18.00-19.00

19.00-20.00
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Glossary of Terms

The most common complaint learning support get is that apprentices do not
understand how things are phrased in the exams. Here is a helpful list of words that
are often used.
Advise (on) - Provide specific advice about something
Analyse - Discuss the main ideas/components of an idea or theory, explaining why
they are important & how they’re related
Assess - Determine the value / importance of something; identify strengths and
weaknesses and draw your own conclusion

Calculate - Work out and show your workings/calculations
Comment on - State your views and opinions on the topic clearly, backing up your
points with evidence and examples
Compare - List similarities (and sometimes differences) in two or more examples,
perhaps reaching a conclusion about which is preferable and justifying why
Compute - Reckon or calculate (a figure or amount)
Consider - Identify advantages/disadvantages or strengths/weaknesses in argument
and justify your own position/conclusion
Contrast - List points of difference between examples; set in opposition in order to
clearly show the differences
Compare and Contrast - Identify different views on a topic/subject and show both
similarities and differences

Define - State the precise meaning of a word or phrase as outlined in reliable sources;
in some cases it might be necessary or desirable to examine different definitions and
outline limitations
Describe - Give in detail the main features or characteristics of the topic
Determine - Work out and show your workings/calculations
Differentiate/Distinguish between - Look for differences between
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Discuss - Explain, giving several different views on the issue; explore similarities and
differences and draw conclusions on the possible implications as well as giving your
own position on the issue
(Critically) Evaluate - Make an appraisal of the importance/usefulness/accuracy of
something, stressing both advantages and limitations and back this up with relevant
theories or evidence
Examine - Investigate a subject/topic in detail
Explain - Make clear or plain, giving details about how and why something is the way
it is, perhaps using a step by step approach

Identify - Pinpoint a fact or a figure or an example or an argument or a theoretical
position
Illustrate - Make your points clearer with the use of specific examples, figures,
diagrams, graphs etc.
Interpret - Outline what something means in simple terms and give your judgement
or comments in relation to the issue

Justify - Present convincing evidence and reasons to support your argument and
answer the main objections likely to be made about them

List - Present concise, itemised information in bullet points or table form
Method – the way something is completed or how it is done

Outline - Give an overview of a subject in an organised way, without going into too
much detail

Prepare - Make ready for use or consideration
Present - Put forward for consideration; show or display
Procedure – the steps involved for a particular task
Produce – create or make
Provide - Put forward or set down
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Responsibilities – What duties the person needs to complete
Role – What is the function of this person

Set Out - Outline or put in a specific arrangement
Show - Justify each step, providing a convincing argument/explanation
State - Present in a brief, clear form without too much detail or examples
Support - Back up your argument/discussion with evidence and examples
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Another thing you need to get very familiar with are the specific terms of your trade
and the various acronyms used. Below are examples but it would be useful to get
yourself a notebook to keep your own notes of the terms.

P rovision and

C ircuit

F inished

U se of

P rotective

F loor

W ork

C onductor

L evel

E quiment
R egulations 1998

F loor

I nternational

W aste

O rganisation of

G ullies

S tandards

Terms for Trades
In pairs or small groups come up with the most common terms for your trade as they
will appear on your exam papers e.g. method, roles, etc.
Term:

Definition:

____________________________ -

__________________________________

____________________________ -

__________________________________

____________________________ -

__________________________________

____________________________ -

__________________________________

____________________________ -

__________________________________
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Section 2: Carpentry for Fun
Carpentry Crossword

Across
2. used to score timber parallel to the face or end
4. a type of strutting
5. dismantling formwork
7. one method of adding a slope to a flat roof
13. creates the Bill of Quantities
14. one component that makes up an arch
15. a process that makes timber less prone to distortion
16. a type of softwood

Down
1. prevents moisture from rising damp getting in
3. material used for thermal insulation
6. a type of roof
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8. one of the components of a partition
9. one method of conversion
10. a type of tie that keeps forms the correct distance apart and stays in the concrete
11. one stage of sharpening
12. a beam that supports a rafter mid-span in roofing
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Theory Bingo #1
This exercise will require more than one person. Test the knowledge of the group by
calling out the definitions on the calling sheet, if they know the answer they number it.

Superimposed

Cavity Barrier

2-3

Arris

Easing

Spring Toggles

Marking Gauge

Sprocket Piece

Halving Joint

Barge Board

10

400

Purlin

Angle/Tilted Fillet

Ridge

Trimmer Joist

Verge

Trimmed Joist

Grinding

Walnut

Drying

Norway Spruce

Trimming Joist

Tenon Saw
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Calling Sheet
Tenon Saw:

used for cutting shoulders off joints

Trimming Joist:

span is the same as the bridging joist

Grinding:

one of the stages of sharpening

Norway Spruce:

a type of soft wood

Verge:

non drained sloping edge of a pitched roof

Halving Joint:

most suitable joint for lengthening a roof wall plate

Drying:

a process that makes timber less prone to distortion

Trimmed Joist:

cut short

Marking Gauge:

used to score timber parallel to the face or end

Angle/Tilted Fillet:

allows for gentle turning of felt around edges

Purlin:

a beam to support the rafters

400:

maximum spacing for common rafters in mms

Easing:

gradually lowering the centre of an arch by 3 to 4mm

Trimmer Joist:

at a right angle to bridging joists

Sprocket Piece:

a small wedge-shaped piece of wood found at the bottom of a
rafter

10:

the amount of degrees that the pitch on a flat roof should not
exceed

Barge board:

a continuation of fascia around the verge or sloping edge of the
roof

Cavity Barrier:

seals a cavity/space against the penetration of fire and smoke, or
restricts the movement of smoke

Spring Toggles:

making fixings to cavity walls and ceilings where only one side of
the material is accessible

Arris:

when you are left with a sharp edge on the side of it. A smoothing
plane is used to remove

2-3:

the amount of gap that should be left around the door and frame
or lining in millimetres

Ridge:

the horizontal line of intersection between two sloping roof
surfaces at their highest point or apex

Walnut:

a temperate tropical hardwood

Superimposed:

a type of load that includes the weight of snow and foot traffic
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Theory Bingo #2

Spandrel

Apron Lining

Bared-faced

42

Tenon

Quarter Sawing

Hardwoods

Mullion

Diminished Style

Flush

54

Parliament

Through &
Through Sawing

Push-stick

200

Crown Guard

Traditional
Casement

8

Stormproof

Soss

WBP

Softwoods

Muntin

Casement

100

Boxed Heart
Sawing
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Calling Sheet
Spandrel:

triangular area under the stairs

Apron Lining:

boards that finish a trimmed opening

Bare-faced Tenon: used between string and newel post
42:

maximum pitch in degrees on stairs

100:

maximum gap between spindles in millimetres

Muntin:

intermediate vertical members in a door, reduced moisture
movement

Mullion:

a vertical member between the panes of glass in a window

Diminished style:

type of door that provides a larger glazed area at the top

Flush:

commonly used for fire doors

54:

the thickness in millimetres of FD60 fire doors, commercial use

Parliament:

a type of hinge that allows the door to fall back against the wall

Soss:

a type of hinge that is invisible when the door is closed

Push-stick:

removes the off cuts from the machine table when using a cross
cut saw 300-450mm in length.

200:

the maximum depth of material in millimetres when using a
narrow band saw

Crown Guard:

essential when using a rip saw

8:

to prevent kickback, the gap between the front edge of the riving
knife and back of the blade should be less than this (in mm)

Stormproof Casement: a window where casements are rebated so the gap between
the casement and frame is concealed
Traditional Casement: a window where there are anti-capillary grooves inside the
rebated section & the outside edges of the casement
Quarter Sawing:

method of conversion that offers an attractive grain pattern

Boxed Heart Sawing: method of conversion useful for hardwoods where the centre
has rotted
Softwoods:

produced from coniferous trees

Hardwoods:

produced from deciduous trees

Through & Through Sawing: the cheapest method of conversion
WBP:

a commonly used grade of plywood (water & boil proof)
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Roofing Terminology Matching Game
Cut the card out below keeping all of the bold cards together and all of the definitions
together. Shuffle them and then test your knowledge by matching them.

Pitch of a flat roof

≤ 10°

Pitched roof

≥ 10°

Valley

Where two roofs come together at a T
junction

Trimmings

Openings in roofs put between truss
spacings or to form a structral opening
in an area

Verges

Overhang on a pitched roof

Gable Ladder

Fixing for bargeboard, soffit & tile
battens

Plumb Cut

Vertical

Seat Cut

Horizontal
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Eaves

Lowest part of a pitched roof slope
where rafters terminate

Sprocketed Piece

Reduces pitch & eases flow of rainwater
into the gutter

Soffit Board

Closes the gap between the wall and
fascia

Thermal Insulation

Rockwool or glassfibre

Flat roofs are made of...

Bituminous felt, heat reflecting paint &
stone chippings
Clay/concrete tiles, quarried/man-made

Pitched roofs are made of...

slates, wood shingles, thatch & sheet
materials like plastic

Firring Piece

Long tapering wedge pieces

Drip Batten

Used to extend roof edge into gutter to
collect rainwater more efficiently

Angle (Tilted) Fillet

Allows for gentle turning of felt around
edges so that it doesn’t crack

Cold Roof Construction

Insulation in the roof space

Warm Roof Construction

Insulation above the roof space
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Traditional Framed Cut Roofs are...

Constructed onsite

Prefabricated Trussed Rafters are...

Factory-made

Ridge

Fixing point for rafters

Wall plate

Transfers the load onto the brickwork

Hip Rafter

Used when two slopes meet externally,
fixing point for jack rafters

Common Rafters

Load-bearing, are cut to fit ridge

Jack Rafters

Span from wall plate to hip rafter, tops
are shortened

Crown Rafter

Used in the centre of the hip end

Cripple Rafter

Spans from ridge to valley, feet
shortened

Purlin

Beam that supports rafter mid-span
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Strut

Transfers loads from purlins to loadbearing partition wall. A strut is a
member in compression.
Ceiling plasterboard is fixed to these,

Ceiling Joists

ties for rafters. Tie is a member in
tension.
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Using Images - Roofing
Task 1: Match the terms with the correct picture.

Gambrel Roof

Mono Pitch

Flat Roof

Lean to Roof

Hip End Roof

Mansard Roof

Jerkin Head Roof

Gable End Roof
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Task 2 Name the Roof Parts
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Take turns to provide an explanation for each of the words listed. You are aiming to get four in a row. Initial the ones you get right.

Connect Four: Doors & Stairs

Study Skills for Carpenters
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Carpentry Theory #1 Board Game
You will need counters and dice. Take turns to roll the dice – you only move if you get
it right.
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Carpentry Board Game Answer Sheet
Pythagoras’ Theorem = hypotenuse2 = a2 + b2
2 advantages of seasoning = more stable, less prone to distortion, lighter and easier
to handle, more resistant to fungal and insect attack, easier to work with hand tools,
glues and finishes perform better on dried timber
3 stages of sharpening = honing, stropping, grinding
4 methods of conversion = through and through, boxed heart, tangential and quarter
Softwoods = Scots Pine, Norway Spruce, Western Red Cedar, Sitka Spruce, Douglas
Fir, Parana Pine, Southern Yellow Pine, Eastern White Pine, Elliottii Pine
Cavity Barrier = closes a concealed space against smoke or flame or restricts the
movement of smoke or flame, required at all openings
Marking Gauge = used to score timber parallel to the face or end
Purlin = a beam that supports the rafters
Striking = dismantle formwork
Total degrees in a triangle = 180
Sprocket Piece = a small wedge-shaped piece of wood
5 types of roofs = mansard, gambrel, lean to, monopitch, flat, hip end, jerkin head,
gable end
Max. spacing for common rafters = 400mm
3 components of a partition = stud, head/sole, noggin (bridging)
Hardwoods = Maple, Ash, Birch, Beech, Oak, Walnut, Mahogany, Teak, Iroko,
Obeche, Sapele, Ramin
2 safety precautions using a bench grinder = safety goggles must be worn and the
rest should be as close to the wheel as practicable
DPC or Damp Proof Course = a barrier that prevents moisture from rising damp,
found around all external openings and all timber cavity barriers, bottom, back and
sides of window cills
Strutting = used to give additional strength by interconnecting joists in suspended
timber floors. Equal distribution of weight prevents joists buckling sideways.
OSB = Oriented Strand Board, strands of softwood bonded together with resin, strands
are alternating e.g. roof and flooring covering, wall sheltering. Suitable for external use
if an appropriate preserver is used.
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Formwork = temporary construction designed to contain wet concrete until it has set.
Two types – in situ and pre-cast.
Arris = the sharp edge formed by the intersection of two surfaces
Ridge Board = fixing point for rafters
Min. fall on a flat roof = 10˚
Recommended grinding angle of a plane iron = 25˚
Tool used for marking angles = sliding bevel
Tilting Fillet = also known as an angle fillet, used for upper eaves, verges and edges
against brickwork, gentle turning of felt, prevents rainwater access
Collar Tie = to prevent the force of the load on the rafters forcing the support wall
outward
Purpose of a metal backing strip on a tenon saw = to prevent it from buckling or
twisting during use
Easing = gradually lowering the centre of an arch by 3mm or 4mm over a period of
time
3 methods of adding a slope to a flat roof = level joists, sloping joists and
diminishing firrings
Quantity Surveyor = advises on cost, advises on contractor, creates the Bill of
Quantities
Components that make up the centre of an arch = ribs, lagging, ties, struts, bearers
Teeth per inch on a tenon saw = 10 TPI
3 properties of silicone sealants = high resistance to wear, resistance to
temperature changes, flexibility, excellent adhesion to porous and non-porous
materials. Mastic is a type of liquid sealant that cures in an elastic state making it
flexible while holding the bond of the surface that has attached together.
3 components of a timber partition = stud, head/sole, noggin (bridging)
𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒

Formula for when you need to find the pitch = Tan-1 = 𝑟𝑢𝑛

Kicker = a small upstand of concrete in shuttering. (There is also one in a kitchen)
Dead Load = the weight of the material supported by the roof structure e.g. tiles or
slates.
Balloon Framing = the full height of the building from the ground level up to the eaves
with intermediate floor being supported by ribbons housed in the studs
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3 types of strutting = solid strutting, herringbone strutting, galvanised steel strutting
Toggle Bolt = used for fixing to plaster/dry lining board where there are no supporting
grounds e.g. hollow partition
PUWER = Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations (1998)
Insulation Materials = fibreglass / mineral wool
Where would you find a gable ladder? = fixed to last truss for an overhanging verge
3 different types of eaves = flush, overhanging (open or closed) and sprocketed
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Carpentry & Joinery: Useful Terminology
*Please note that these are shortened definitions to assist your understanding and that
you should refer to the appropriate class notes for a more elaborate description.

Wood Technology
Drying/Seasoning Timber = a process that makes timber less prone to distortion, 2
types - natural/air seasoning or artificial/kiln seasoning

Softwood = evergreen or coniferous trees, light colour, open or wide grain and durable
e.g. Scots Pine, Western Red Cedar, Norway Spruce, Sitka Spruce, Douglas Fir.

Hardwood = deciduous trees e.g. ash, oak, teak, beech, birch, mahogany, walnut,
maple

Manufactured Boards:
1. Plywood = flatboard made of very thin sheets of wood, glued together, uneven
number of layers

2. Particleboard / Chipboard = made from small wood particles and an adhesive
binder e.g. melamine-faced is used for manufacturing furniture, kitchen and
wardrobe units

3. Oriented Strand Board = strands of softwood bonded together with resin,
strands are alternating e.g. roof sheathing & decking
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4. Fibre Building Boards = hardboard – wet-processed by pulping softwood and
turning it into a solid board or Medium Density Fibreboard (MDF) – dryprocessing, fibres are dried and then formed into a mat for pressing

5. Laminated Wood Panels = edge-gluing strips of wood together to form larger
panels

Formwork
Formwork = temporary construction designed to contain wet concrete until it has set,
2 types - shuttering/in situ or pre-cast

Easing = gradually lowering the centre of an arch by 3 to 4mm

Striking = dismantling formwork

Mould oil = prevents concrete from bonding to formwork

Hydrostatic Pressure = pressure caused by fluids like concrete against the walls,
prevent it by using a sufficient amount of column clamps to secure the side together.
The lower down the formwork the higher the pressure.

Kicker = a small upstand of concrete (brace)

Roofing
Common Rafters = load-bearing, cut to fit ridge
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Ridge = fixing point for rafters

Wall Plate = transfers the loads onto the brickwork

Hip Rafter = used when two slopes meet externally, fixing point for jack rafters

Jack Rafters = span from wall plate to hip rafter, tops shortened
Crown Rafter = used in the centre of the hip end

Collar Tie = prevents the spread of rafters

Cripple Rafters = span from ridge to valley, feet shortened

Valley Rafter = similar to hip but used internally

Purlin = beam that supports rafter mid-span

Ladder Frame/Gable Ladder = fixed to the last common rafter, creates overhanging
verge on a gable roof

Ceiling Joists = ceiling plasterboard is fixed to these, ties for rafters

Binders & Hangers = stiffen and support ceiling joists mid-span

Struts = transfers loads from purlins to load-bearing partition wall

Spreader Plate = bearing for the struts

Verge = non drained sloping edge of a pitched roof

Barge board = a continuation of fascia around the verge or sloping edge of the roof

Arris = the sharp edge formed by the intersection of two surfaces
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Ridge = the horizontal line of intersection between two sloping roof surfaces at their
highest point or apex

Dead Load = the weight of material supported by the roof structure e.g. tiles or slates

Superimposed Load = a type of load that includes the weight of snow and foot traffic

Miscellaneous
Sprocket Piece = a small wedge-shaped piece of wood

Cavity Barrier = seals a cavity/space against the penetration of fire and
smoke or restricts the movement of smoke

Thermal Insulation = glass fibre quilts placed in the spaces of the stud
to keep heat in

Breather Membrane = is usually of a plastic fibre material, strong enough to resist site
and wind damage but allows the escape of internal water vapour through the structure
and into the vented cavity.

Vapour Barrier = used to prevent interstitial condensation fixed on the warm side of
the external walls. Its function is to limit the amount of water vapour entering the wall
panel.

Sole Plate = provides an accurately positioned base for the layout and fixing of wall
panels, secures and protects the damp proof course

Wall Plate = load-bearing, placed horizontally, supports rafter/joists. To secure a wall
plate in position for a roof use:

1. galvanised straps (1.8 centres)
2. galvanised bolts fixed to concrete (1.2 centres)
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3. galvanised rag bolts set in concrete (1.2 centres)

Damp Proof Course (DPC) or Damp Proof Membrane (DPM) = a
barrier that prevents moisture from rising damp, found around all
external openings and all timber cavity barriers, to the bottom,
back and sides of window cills. Also found 150mm above ground
level in an external wall to prevent rising damp.

Balloon Framing / Construction = are the full height of the building from the ground
level up to the eaves with intermediate floors being supported by ribbons housed in
the studs
Platform Panels = single height upper floors extended over the wall panels to create a
platform on which the rest of the wall panels are erected

Sealant = used between two surfaces to prevent moisture/damage

Strutting/Bridging = used to give additional strength by interconnecting joists in
suspended timber floors. Equal distribution of weight prevents joists buckling
sideways. 3 types:

1. solid strutting/bridging
2. herringbone strutting/bridging
3. galvanised steel strutting/bridging

Trimming Joists = spans the same as the bridging joist but supports the end of the
trimmer joist.

Trimmer Joists = is at right angles to the bridging joists in order to support the ends of
the trimmed joists

Trimmed Joists = cut short to form an opening in the floor
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Some Fixings
Expansion Bolt = a bolt that expands after it is installed

Fibre Plug = used to make secure screw fixings into masonry, brickwork and concrete

Spring Toggles = used to make fixings to cavity walls and ceilings where
only one side of the material is accessible

Self-Tapping Masonry Screw = tap its own threads when screwed into a concrete hole

Toggle Bolt = used for fixing to plaster/dry lining board where there are no supporting
grounds e.g. hollow partition

Ties
Coil Tie = keep forms the correct distance apart, made of two coils of steel bars, stays
in the concrete
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Tapered Tie = the whole tie is withdrawn after the formwork is struck by applying
pressure with a spanner to the wide end of the tie
Crimped Tie = threaded at either end, centre portion remains in the concrete
Snap Tie = used with steel forms, ends of ties snap off using a ‘break back tool’, holes
are then filled

Joints
1. Butt Joint
Square Ended

Mitred

2. Halving Joints
Corner Halving

Cross Halving

Mitred Corner Halving

Dovetail Halving
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3. Mortise & Tenon Joints
Through Mortise & Tenon

Haunched Mortise & Tenon

Stub Tenon

Double Tenon

Twin Tenon

Bare-Faced Tenon
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4. Dovetail Joints
Through/Common Dovetail Joint

Lapped Dovetail

Cuts

Some Tools
Block Plane = cleaning up & finishing work with grain and for end grain

Combination Square = ruling off, measuring depths

Marking Gauge = used to score timber parallel to the face or end

Tenon Saw = useful for cutting the shoulders of joints, for general bench cross cutting,
varies in length 250-350mm, 10-14 teeth per 25mm
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Carpentry Terminology Game
Cut up the cards below and place them face up on the table. This is a two player game.
One person calls out the definitions using the useful terminology on the previous
pages. The other person must pick up the right card and show it to them. This works
best if you give them 5 seconds!

Seasoning

Softwood

Hardwood

Oriented Strand
Board

Particleboard

Kicker

Easing

Striking

Sprocket Piece

Cavity Barrier
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Sealant

Damp Proof
Membrane

Sole Plate

Wall Plate

Trimmed Joists

Trimmer Joists

Trimming Joists

Strutting
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Wordsearch: Doors

J
P
K
O
F
B
Y
H
Q
Y
Z
K
Q
C
J

S
R
A
J
V
A
G
O
Q
T
X
F
X
B
F

S
L
Y
R
I
M
L
O
C
K
D
O
S
E
L

Z
L
J
V
T
J
A
M
C
W
J
B
T
S
U

G
E
Y
A
L
S
Z
D
Z
X
E
T
A
K
S

S
G
N
I
P
P
I
L
K
X
P
E
D
E
H

H
M
U
N
T
I
N
S
D
I
L
B
L
L
M

T
L
Z
S
M
S
G
G
K
R
Q
I
H
E
X

B
A
A
U
C
D
B
C
X
C
T
V
U
T
C

K
C
O
L
D
A
E
D
E
S
I
T
R
O
M

P
G
C
A
S
P
A
R
L
I
A
M
E
N
T

S
E
C
T
O
D
D
P
L
Z
F
Z
B
F
G

D
I
M
I
N
I
S
H
E
D
S
T
Y
L
E

K
E
N
O
I
L
L
U
M
J
K
C
S
K
W

P
Z
M
N
E
E
L
Q
B
Z
V
O
N
L
Y

1. provide a larger glazed area at the top of the doors
2. internal ones are hollow, external and fire doors have a solid core, one side
marked ‘LOCK’ and the other marked ‘EDGE’
3. used to hold glass in place in doors
4. one of the three main things that a fire door is tested against
5. strips of timber fixed along the edges of flush doors to give a neater finish
6. extra security where cylinder rim latches are used, key-operated, more levers
7. a vertical member between the panes of glass in a window
8. intermediate vertical members that reduce moisture movement and panel
damage
9. a hinge that allows the doors to fall back against the wall
10. surface-fixed, used for garden gates and sheds
11. a type of door with a hollow core that has ventilation holes to prevent bulge and
ripple effect
12. outside vertical members
13. a type of hinge that is screwed and bolted directly to door and frame/post
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Section 3: Worksheets for Carpenters & Joiners
Worksheet #1: Theory 1
1. In relation to Health & Safety signs, what do the following colours stand for?
Red

=

Yellow

=

Green

=

Blue

=

2. Name three hazards when using machinery in the workshop.
a) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
b) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
c) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

3. List three items of PPE that is necessary in the workshop.
a) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
b) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
c) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

4. List two safety points that should be observed when using a bench grinder.
a) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
b) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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5. Explain the function of each of the following tools:
Block Plane
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Combination Square
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Marking Gauge
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Tenon Saw
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

6. Name the three stages in sharpening
a) ____________________
b) ____________________
c) ____________________

7. Sketch the following joints:
Cross Halving Joint

Dovetail Joint
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Mortise & Tenon Joint

Butt & Mitre Joint

8. List three differences between softwoods and hardwoods:
a) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
b) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
c) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

9. State whether each of the woods below are a softwood or hardwood.
Softwood

Hardwood

Scots Pine
Maple
Mahogany
Teak
Norway Spruce
Walnut
Douglas Fir

10. Provide one advantage and one disadvantage to each of the following Methods
of Conversion.
Through & Through Sawing
Advantage:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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Disadvantage:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Quarter Sawing
Advantage:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Disadvantage:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Tangential Sawing
Advantage:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Disadvantage:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Boxed Heart Sawing
Advantage:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Disadvantage:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

11. Give two reasons for drying timber.
a) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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b) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

12. There are five categories of manufactured boards. List them and provide two
pieces of information for each.

Category #1: ________________
1. ___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________
Category #2: ________________
1. ___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________

Category #3: ________________
1. ___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________

Category #4: ________________
1. ___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________

Category #5: ________________
1. __________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________

13. What is the role of the following site personnel?
Quantity Surveyor
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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Structural Engineer
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Estimator/Surveyor
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Contracts Manager
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Trades Foreman
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Ganger
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Clerk of Works
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Safety Officer
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

14. In relation to timber frame construction, what is the function of the sole plate?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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15. Where would you find Damp Proof Courses (dpcs)?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
16. What is the function of a cavity barrier?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

17. What is the typical insulation used in timber frame construction?
______________________________________________________________

18. Label the diagram.

19. Explain the following bridging joists.
Trimmed Joists
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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Trimmer Joists
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Trimming Joists
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

20. What is ‘strutting’?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

21. Name the three methods of strutting and provide a brief explanation for each.

Type #1: _________________

Explanation:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Type #2: _________________

Explanation:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Type #3: _________________
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Explanation:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

22. Explain the difference between a non-load bearing partition and a load bearing
partition.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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Worksheet #2: Theory 1
1. What is the function of a sealant?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

2. Give three responses. An effective sealant joint can be achieved by:
d) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
e) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
f) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

3. List three properties of silicone sealants.
d) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
e) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
f) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

4. Sketch the following type of nails.
Panel Pin

Floor brad

Wire Clout Nail

Cut Nail
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5. How are wood screws identified?
a) ______________________
b) ______________________
c) ______________________
d) ______________________

6. Sketch the following screws:
Countersunk-head

Round-head

Raised-head

Phillips-head

7. Explain the function of a foundation bolt.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

8. What are the typical applications for the following?

Expansion Bolt
______________________________________________________________

Fibre Plug
______________________________________________________________
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Spring Toggles
______________________________________________________________

Self-Tapping Masonry Screw
______________________________________________________________

9. What is a raw-plug?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

10. Provide two health and safety procedures observed when using impulse
nailers.
c) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
d) ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

11. Name three fixing tools and explain each.
Tool #1: ___________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
Tool #2: ___________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
Tool #3: ___________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
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12. a) Explain the term ‘formwork’.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

b) What are the two types of formwork?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

c) What are the main differences between the two?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

13. Provide four basic requirements of ‘formwork’.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

14. What is a kicker used for in formwork?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

15. When would you use a floating kicker?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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16. Provide a brief description for each of the following:
Coil Tie
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Tapered Tie
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Crimped Tie
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Snap Tie
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

17. Label four parts on the diagram below.
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18. In relation to arches, what components make up a ‘centre’?.
a) __________________
b) __________________
c) __________________

19. What is meant by ‘easing’?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

20. What is meant by ‘striking’?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

21. What does the term ‘rebated’ mean?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

22. Provide short instructions on how you would install an external door frame.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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23. Why would you use a wood pellet cutter on external door frames?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

24. What is a ‘saddle and block’ used for?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

25. How much of a gap (joint) should be left around the door and frame or lining?
____________

26. Explain the term ‘arris’.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

27. Where would you position a hinge on a door?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

28. Summarise the procedure for hanging a door.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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29. Provide three advantages for choosing softwood flooring.
a) ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
b) ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
c) ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

30. Provide three disadvantages for choosing hardwood solid flooring.
a) ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
b) ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
c) ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

31. Explain the term ‘engineered flooring’.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

32. Sketch the following:
Bevelled Edge Chisel

Wooden Mallet

Reference: Image from: http://www.build.com.au/what-are-parts-door [Accessed 09 November 2017].
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Worksheet #1 Theory 2
Question 1
What are the two main causes of dry rot?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 2
What is the maximum pitch allowed on a private staircase?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 3
Explain the difference between a muntin and a mullion.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 4
What is the function of a bridge guard on a surfacing planing machine?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 5
What is a casement stay?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Question 6
What is the purpose of the scoring blade on a panel saw machine?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 7
What is the purpose of an anti-capillary groove in a window?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 8
What do the following abbreviations stand for?
a) WBP =
b) MDF =
c) FD60 =
d) TCT

=

Question 9
What is meant by diminished stile?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 10
Explain what a traditional casement window is.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Question 11
Draw and label a stormproof window.

Question 12
What type of joint is used to fit and secure the string of a staircase to the newel post?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 13
What is a pulley and sash fastener?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 14
What is the maximum gap allowed between spindles?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Question 15
What is the guide for working out the rise in a staircase?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 16
What is meant by capillary action?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 17
Name three reasons for drying/seasoning timber.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 18
List four softwoods.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 19
List four hardwoods.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Question 20
Explain the following:
a) Tangential Sawing
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

b) Through and Through Sawing
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

c) Quarter Sawing
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

d) Boxed Heart Sawing
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Question 21
Name three types of stairs. Provide a brief description for each.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Question 22
When or where would you use a scarf joint?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 23
What is the maximum gap between the front edge of a riving knife and back of the
blade?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Worksheet #2 Theory 2

Question 1
List three items of ironmongery required for a stormproof casement window.
1. ___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________

Question 2
List three methods of applying preservative to timber.
1. ___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________

Question 3
List four safety precautions you should take when operating a sanding belt.
1. ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
4. ___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
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Question 4
Explain what a pitch board is.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 5
What type of timber is most suitable for casement windows?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 6
What is a bradawl used for?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 7
Name two types of cutter heads used for a spindle moulder.
1. ___________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________

Question 8
What are the advantages and disadvantages of using PVA glue?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 9
What is the purpose of a push stick?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 10
Explain what the term ‘rebated’ means.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 11
What joint is used for a traditional casement window?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 12
Sketch a window and show the following on the sketch:
•

Top rail

•

Bottom rail

•

Meeting rails

•

Glazing bars

•

Stile
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Question 13
Name four different types of stairs.
1. __________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________

Question 14
Sketch a set of stairs and show the following:
•

Newel post

•

Nosing

•

Margin line

•

Riser

•

Tread

•

Bull nose step

•

Wall string

•

Balustrade

•

Handrail
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Question 15
What is the maximum number of steps in a staircase in a home?
___________________________________________________________________

Question 16
Name the horizontal member and the vertical member of a storm proof casement
window frame.
___________________________________________________________________

Question 17
When using a narrow band saw, what is the maximum depth of the material used?
___________________________________________________________________
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Question 18
What is the name given to the object that removes the off cuts from the machine table
when using a cross cut saw?
___________________________________________________________________

Question 19
What is meant by the ‘margin line’ on a staircase?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 20
What is the maximum rise of a step?
___________________________________________________________________

Question 21
What is the minimum going of a tread?
___________________________________________________________________
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Section 4: Maths for Carpenters
Maths Formulas
Pythagoras’ Theorem (Right Angle
Triangle)
Sin x (SOH)
Cos x (CAH)
Tan x (TOA)
Moisture Content (%)

𝑥 2 = 𝑎2 + 𝑏 2

Area of a Square / Rectangle
Perimeter of a Square / Rectangle
Area of a Triangle

length x width
(length + width) x 2
1
(base x height)
2

Volume of a Cylinder
Area of a Circle (disc)
Circumference of a Circle
Radius

𝜋r2h
𝜋r2
2𝜋r
Diameter ÷ 2

*x = hypotenuse

opposite ÷ hypotenuse
adjacent ÷ hypotenuse
opposite ÷ adjacent
𝑤𝑒𝑡 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡−𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

x 100

LEARN ME!
hypotenuse2 = a2 + b2 *hypotenuse is the side directly across from the 90° angle

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒

Use Tan-1 = 𝑟𝑢𝑛

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒

Use Tan x = 𝑟𝑢𝑛

when you know two sides and need the pitch

when you know one side and the pitch
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Maths Warm Up

Question 1
Calculate the total length and express in metres.
90cm + 1235mm + 2.1m
Step 1: Change everything into metres.
mm ÷ 1000 = m
1235mm ÷ 1000 = 1.235m

cm ÷ 100 = m
90cm ÷ 100 = 0.9m

Step 2: Add them all together. Use the calculator if necessary.
1.235m + 0.9m + 2.1m = 4.235m
Answer: 4.235m

Practice
Exercise #1: Transfer each of the following into metres.
63cm

=

__________________

1500mm

=

__________________

289cm

=

__________________

854mm

=

__________________

1370cm

=

__________________

45mm

=

__________________
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Exercise #2: Calculate the total length.
140cm + 2357mm + 3.4m

Question 2
Calculate the combined floor area of the following rooms:
Room #1: 4.25m x 3.6m
Room #2: 3.5m x 1.2m
Room #3: 2.4m x 2.6m

Step 1: The formula for area is length x width. Each has been given to you in the
question above so you only need to multiply each figure as shown. Use the calculator
if needed.

Room #1: 4.25m x 3.6m = 15.3m
Room #2: 3.5m x 1.2m = 4.2m
Room #3: 2.4m x 2.6m = 6.24m

Step 2: Go back to the question. You need the combined floor area. This means add
all the rooms together.
15.3m + 4.2m + 6.24m = 25.74m

Answer: 25.74m2
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Practice
Exercise #1: Calculate the combined floor area of the following rooms.
Room #1: 5.6m x 4.25m
Room #2: 3.7m x 6.5m
Room #3: 2.8m x 3.4m

Exercise #2: Calculate the combined floor area of the following rooms.
Room #1: 2.9m x 4.2m
Room #2: 1.5m x 3.7m
Room #3: 5.5m x 6.1m
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Pythagoras’ Theorem
Two sides of a triangle measure 21.2m and 14.6m. Use the Theorem of Pythagoras
to find what the hypotenuse should measure if the triangle is a right-angled triangle.

Step 1: Draw it out.

Hypotenuse
or X
21.2m

14.6m

Pythagoras’

Theorem

(Right

Angle hypotenuse2 = a2 + b2

Triangle)
Step 2: Identify the formula you need.

Step 3: Fill the blanks with what you know. It is easier if we call hypotenuse x.
x2 = a2 + b2
x2 = (21.2)2 + (14.6)2
That is the same as:
x2 = (21.2 x 21.2) + (14.6 x 14.6)

Step 4: Do the Math!
x2 = 449.44 + 213.16
x2 = 662.6
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Step 5: Use the calculator to find the value of x (hypotenuse).
On the sharp calculator, look for the √ sign, hit that and enter the number above 662.6.
Answer: 25.74101785m

Note
that there will be instances where you know the hypotenuse and one other side, but
you need to find out the second side. See image below.

Exercise: Find the value of x in the image below.
5
3

x

Step 1: Identify the necessary formula.

Step 2: Enter the values shown in the question.
hypotenuse2 = a2 + b2 becomes 52 = 32 + x2

Step 3: Do the Math!
*Note that x2 simply means a number multiplied by itself for example 22 is 2 x 2.
52 = 32 + x2
(5 x 5) = (3 x 3) + x2
25 = 9 + x2
Step 4: We need all numbers on one side and all ‘letters’ on the other side of the =
sign. Treat the = sign like a bridge. If a number is positive on one side of the bridge,
he will change to a negative on the other side of the bridge.
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25 = 9 + x2
25 – 9 = x2
16 = x2

*Note that even though we cannot see the + addition sign before the 9, we know it is
there as if it were a negative number, the – minus sign would be before it. If it is not
negative/minus, then it must be plus/positive. When we move the +9 over, he becomes
-9.

Use the table below to help you when numbers cross the = sign or the bridge.

Step 5: Eliminate the x2.
Get rid of your x2 by giving the other number a square root sign √
√16 = x
What number multiplied by itself, gives you 16? If you are unsure, use the calculator.
4=x
Answer: x = 4

Practice
Exercise: One side of a triangle measures 10.6m and the hypotenuse measures
20.5m. Find the value of the second side if it is a right-angled triangle.
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Trigonometry
You should be familiar with the image below before we start.

IMPORTANT
𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒

Use Tan-1 = 𝑟𝑢𝑛

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒

Use Tan x = 𝑟𝑢𝑛

when you know two sides and need the pitch

when you know one side and the pitch

Example #1: Calculate the pitch of a roof with a span of 16m and a rise of 3m.

Step 1: Draw it out if no image is given and add the figures provided. Mark the pitch
with the letter ‘x’ as that is what you need to find out.
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3m
X

16m

Step 2: You want to work with a triangle so work out the run by dividing the span by
2.
16m ÷ 2 = 8m

Step 3: Identify the formula you need given what you know. Where you know two sides
but do not know the angle, use the following:

Tan-1 =

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑟𝑢𝑛

or if you prefer to say it like this

Tan-1 = opposite ÷ adjacent

Step 4: Fill the formula.
Note: use the scientific calculator to get the answer. For Sharp select 2nd F button and
then tan-1 followed by the figure. For Casio, select shift and then tan-1 followed by the
figure.

3

Tan-1 = 8
Answer: pitch = 20.55604522°
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Example #2: The run of a rafter is 3.650m and the rise is 1.90m. Find the seat and
plumb cuts/bevels for the rafter.

Step 1: Draw it out if no image is provided.

Step 2: Identify the formula you need. I have started with the seat cut. I know the
adjacent (3.650m) and the opposite (1.9m) of the seat cut. Where you know two sides
but do not know the angle, use the following:

Tan-1 =

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑟𝑢𝑛

or if you prefer to say it like this

Tan-1 = opposite ÷ adjacent

Step 3: Fill the formula.
Note: use the scientific calculator to get the answer. For Sharp select 2nd F button and
then tan-1 followed by the figure. For Casio, select shift and then tan-1 followed by the
figure.

1.9𝑚

Tan-1 = 3.65𝑚

x = 27.49913873°
Seat cut = 27.5°
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Step 4: Find the plumb cut or pc.
We know that all angles in a triangle = 180°. We also know two angles of the triangle
provided: seat cut = 27.5 and there is a 90° angle too.

Add these together: 27.5° + 90° = 117.5°
Then take them away from the sum of all three angles in the triangle: 180° – 117.5° =
62.5°

Answers:

Seat Cut = 27.5°
Plumb Cut = 62.5°

Example #3 Given that the pitch of a common rafter is 35° and the rise is 2.25m,
determine the run of the rafter.

Step 1: Draw it out.

35°

2.25
m

Step 2: Identify the appropriate formula based on what you know.

You know the opposite of the angle (rise) and you know the angle itself. You need to
find out the adjacent (run). Select the formula that has the opposite and the adjacent.
𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒

Tan x = 𝑟𝑢𝑛

or if you prefer to say it like this

Tan x = opposite ÷ adjacent
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Note: We use tan only and not tan-1 because in this instance we know the angle and
one side. We only use tan-1 when we know two sides but do not know the angle.

Step 3: Fill the formula with what you know.
x = pitch

Tan 35° =

2.25
𝑟𝑢𝑛

Step 4: Do the Math!
Find tan 35° on your calculator.

0.700207538 =

2.25
𝑟𝑢𝑛

Manipulate the formula so that you end up with digits on one side of the = and what
you do not know i.e. run, on the other. Remember if it crosses the bridge, it becomes
the opposite as seen below.

0.700207538 x run = 2.25m
Run = 2.25 ÷ 0.700207538
Run = 3.213333016m
Run = 3.213333016m
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Example #4 Given that the pitch of a common rafter is 40° and the run is 3.0m, find
the true length of the rafter.
This question incorporates tan and Pythagoras’ Theorem. Start off with what you
know.

Step 1: Draw it out.

40°

3m

Step 2: Identify the appropriate formula based on what you know.

You know the run (adjacent) and you know the angle itself. You need to find out the
rise (opposite) before you can work out the true length. Select the appropriate formula.
𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒

Tan x = 𝑟𝑢𝑛

or if you prefer to say it like this

Tan x = opposite ÷ adjacent

Note: We use tan only and not tan-1 because in this instance we know the angle and
one side. We only use tan-1 when we know two sides but do not know the angle.

Step 3: Fill the formula with what you know.
x = pitch

Tan 40° =

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒
3𝑚
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Step 4: Do the Math!
Find tan 40° on your calculator.

0.8390996312 =

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒
3𝑚

Manipulate the formula so that you end up with digits on one side of the = and what
you do not know i.e. run, on the other. Remember if it crosses the bridge, it becomes
the opposite as seen below.

0.8390996312 x 3 = rise
2.517298894m = rise

Step 5: Review the question. You need to find out the true length of the common rafter.
Now that you know two sides, you can use Pythagoras’ Theorem.
x2 = a2 + b2
x = true length
x2 = 32 + 2.5172988942
x2 = 9 + 6.336793722
x2 = 15.33679372
x = √15.33679372
x = 3.916221868m

Answer: true length = 3.916221868m

Practice #1 Given that the pitch of a common rafter is 30° and the rise is 2.5m, find
the true length of the rafter.
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Section 5: Carpentry Study Notes
Roof Pitch

Flat Roof: pitch ≤ 10℃
Pitched Roof: pitch ≥ 10℃

Flat & Pitched Flat Roofs
Composition

•

Bituminous felt

•

Bonded to decking

•

Heat reflecting paint or stone chippings

Pitched Roofs

Roof Shapes

•

Clay/concrete tiles

•

Quarried/man-made slates

•

Wood shingles (cedar)

•

Thatch (reeds)

•

Sheet materials (protected metals, plastics)

1. Lean to: single slope, attached to higher wall
2. Mono-Pitch: single slope, free-standing
3. Gable-end: two sloping surfaces, create a triangle
4. Hipped-end: double-pitched, sloping triangular end
5. Mansard: double-pitched, each side has two pitches, lower
= steep (dormer windows), upper ≤ 30℃
6. Gambrel: double-pitched, small gable at ridge and half-hip
below
7. Jerkin-head: double-pitched, hipped from ridge to eaves,
then gabled

Lean To

Gable End Roof

Mono Pitch
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Roof
Elements

Flat Roof

Flat roofs still have a slope (rainwater)

Construction
Methods for Adding a Slope:
1. Level Joists – made with long tapering wedge pieces (firring
pieces)
2. Sloping Joists – joists laid to the slope, no firrings but cause
a sloping ceiling soffit
3. Diminishing Firrings – joists laid level at right angles to
slope, diminishing sections of timber nailed to the top edge
(pic)

Image

from:

https://www.slideshare.net/fccarpentry/power-point-flat-roofs

[Accessed 18 July 2018].

Eaves, Verge Use flush or overhanging
&

Abutment Abutment = where flat roof or lean-to roof meets wall

Finishes
Flat Roofs

–
Drip Batten
•

Used to extend roof edge into gutter

•

Collects rainwater more efficiently

•

Avoids rot

Angle (Tilted) Fillet
•

Used for upper eaves, verges and edges against brickwork
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•

Allows for gentle turning of felt so that it doesn’t crack

•

No access for rainwater

Thermal Insulation
1. Cold Roof Construction (insulation in the roof space) thermal insulation and vapour check at ceiling level,
requires ventilation
2. Warm Roof Construction (insulation above the roof space)
– thermal insulation and vapour barrier over the roof
decking

Ventilation
•

Cross-ventilated at verges or eaves

•

Permanent vents

•

Vents = equivalent in area to a continuous gap around the
edges of the roof of 25mm

Timber
Pitched Roofs

Categories:
1. Traditional Framed Cut Roofs (constructed onsite)
2. Prefabricated Trussed Rafters (factory-made)

Traditional

▪

Common Rafters: load-bearing, cut to fit ridge

Roof

▪

Ridge: fixing point for rafters

Terminology

▪

Wall Plate: transfers the loads onto the brickwork

▪

Hip Rafter: used when two slopes meet externally, fixing
point for jack rafters

▪

Jack Rafters: span from wall plate to hip rafter, tops
shortened

▪

Crown Rafter: used in the centre of the hip end

▪

Cripple Rafters: span from ridge to valley, feet shortened

▪

Valley Rafter: similar to hip but used internally

▪

Purlin: beam that supports rafter mid-span
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▪

Ladder Frame/Gable Ladder: fixed to the last common
rafter, creates overhanging verge on a gable roof

▪

Ceiling Joists: ceiling plasterboard is fixed to these, ties for
rafters

▪

Binders & Hangers: stiffen and support ceiling joists midspan

▪

Struts: transfers loads from purlins to load-bearing partition
wall

▪

Spreader Plate: bearing for the struts

▪

Collar Tie: prevents the spread of rafters

Traditional

Single Roofs

Roof

Suitable for spans up to 5.5m

Structures

1. Couple Roofs: pairs of rafters fixed to wall plate and ridge
board
2. Close Couple Roofs: similar to close but feet of rafters are
closed with a tie, tie = ceiling joist too
3. Collar Tie Roofs: similar to close couple except tie is moved
1

up the rafter up to 3 of the rise, more span
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Double Roofs
•

Require support by purlins mid-span

•

Struts, collars and hangers support the purlins

•

Binders added to prevent sagging
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Triple Roofs
•

Fabricated roof trusses are used to support the purlins and
common rafters

Pre-fabricated Reasons for Using Trussed
Trussed

1. Reduce timber

Rafters

2. On-site cutting easier
3. Provide large spans that don’t need intermediate support

Two Types:
1. Bolted Roof Trusses = traditional, supported a purlin
2. Nailed Plate Trussed Rafters = newer, supporting their bit
of the total load

Nailed Plate Trussed Rafters
•

Timber laid out in one plane, butt joints fastened with gusset
plates, punch plates or steel hand-nail gusset.

•

Trusses spaced 400mm-600mm centres

•

Trusses fixed to wall plate with truss clips/tie-down straps

•

Not birdsmouthed over commons

•

Binders (ceiling and apex level) and diagonal bracing
needed

•

Gable wall tied back to the roof for support
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Roof Ends & Prefabricated Gable Ladders
Intersections

•

Fixed to last truss for overhanging verge

Using

•

Bargeboards and soffits nailed to ladder

Trussed

•

Hip End

Rafters

•

Used cut timber

•

Pitch against a girder truss (nailing trusses together)

Valley
•

Where two roofs come together at a T junction

•

Nail jack rafters on to lay boards

Water Tank Platforms
•

Centre of roof, spread load over min. 3 rafters

Trimmings
•

Openings in roofs put between truss spacings

•

Larger openings – trussed rafter either side of opening and
fill space with normal rafters, purlins or ceiling joists

Verges

•

Overhang on pitched roof finished with bargeboard & soffit

•

Ridge and wall plate extended past gable-end wall,
additional rafter used

Bargeboard

•

Is pitched

•

Noggins between last two rafters = gable ladder

•

Gable ladder = fixing for bargeboard, soffit & tile battens

•

Continuation of fascia board – finished the verge

•

Marking out or template

Determining the Bevels (Apex = top)
1. Marking in position = board temporarily fixed, use spirit
level, mark plumb cut (vertical) and seat cut (horizontal)
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2. Determining Bevels = Use a protractor to gauge the
adjustable bevel square for plumb/seat cuts. These angles
are always in relation to the pitch of the roof.

Fixing the Bargeboard:
1. Mitred to the fascia board
2. Butted and finished flush with the fascia
3. Butted and extended slightly in front of fascia
Eaves

•

Lowest part of a pitched roof slope where rafters terminate

•

Overhangs the wall

•

Finished with fascia and soffit

Three ways:
1. Flush
2. Overhanging, open or closed
3. Sprocketed – lower the pitch to slow down rainwater

Sprocketed Piece = nailed to the top of each rafter to reduce the
pitch, ease flow of rainwater into the gutter. Flush, open and closed
eaves use them.
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Fascia

•

Horizontal board

•

Fixed to the end of rafters

•

Finish for the eaves, fixing for guttering

Plumb cut required prior to fixing the fascia board
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Soffit Boards

▪

Closes the gap between wall and fascia

▪

Non-combustible sheet material or T & G

▪

Tongue into the fascia board and are fixed to the underside
of cleats or L-shaped brackets

▪

Brackets are fixed to the sides of each rafter at the seat cut
line

▪

Additional
Notes

on

Roof is covered so internal work can start, protects against
weather

Verges, Eaves

▪

Sarking felt is laid over rafters to protect against moisture

& Soffits for

▪

uPVC often used in new builds for verges, eaves and soffit
finishings – less maintenance than timber

Truss
▪

All finishes to be preservative treated (including fresh cuts
onsite)

Insulation

& Thermal Insulation

Ventilation

•

Use of rockwool or glassfibre between ceiling joists

(Truss)

•

Second layer of insulation over ceiling joists (insulating
layer 300mm)

Ventilation
•

Prevent against condensation

•

Must be cross-ventilated at eaves with permanent vents

•

Equivalent area to a continuous gap of 10mm or 25mm if
the pitch is 15° around the edges of the roof

Can use the following:

1. Leave a gap between wall/soffit
2. A proprietary ventilation strip at back of fascia
3. Proprietary circular soffit ventilators
4. Proprietary vents/ridge vents
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PUWER = Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998

Function: to keep people safe where work equipment and machinery is concerned

The regulations are there to ensure that all equipment is:
•

suitable for its intended purpose

•

regularly maintained to ensure safety

•

only used by people who have received adequate training

•

inspected by a competent worker

PUWER applies to:
•

employers

•

self-employed people and the equipment they control or use

•

those who are employed to supervise or manage the use of equipment

PUWER also focuses on the knowledge, training and experience of users so the
following should be considered:
•

Inspection of equipment and machinery by a competent person

•

Ensure that equipment or machinery does not pose unnecessary risks to
individuals

•

Risk Assessment – identify hazards, risk of harm, eliminate or reduce risk
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Doors
*Note that these are basic study notes – please refer to class notes.

Doors should be:
•

Weather protected

•

Fire resistant

•

Of sound and thermal insulation

•

Secure & offer privacy

•

Easy to use

•

Durable

Door Terminology
Study the image below and then read the definitions.

Images

from:

https://stevewilsonsite.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/sec10_doors.pdf

[Accessed 07 February 2019].
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•

Stiles – outside vertical members

•

Rail – all horizontal members

•

Top Rail – at the top of the door!

•

Bottom Rail – hold the door square & prevent sagging

•

Middle Rail / Lock Rail – located at the height of a lock

•

Intermediate Rail / Frieze Rail – extra horizontal rails

•

Muntins – intermediate vertical members, reduce moisture movement & panel
damage

•

Panels – large, wider boards to fill the space between stiles, rails and muntins

•

Squaring Rod – used to check the fit of joints, sizes, square and winding

•

Lock Block – found in hollow core doors to allow for a mortise lock or latch

•

Glazing Beads – used to hold glass in place in doors

•

Lippings – strips of timber fixed along the edges of flush doors to give a neater
finish

•

Mullion – a vertical member between the panes of glass in a window

Different Types of Doors
Panel Doors – solid timber rails and stiles jointed using dowels or mortise and
tenon joints. Frame is grooved or rebated.
Glazed Panel Doors – similar to panels, glass replaces some of the wooden
panels to add light
Half-Glazed Doors / Diminished Style – provide a larger glazed area at the top
of the doors
Flush Doors – internal ones are light and hollow, one side marked ‘LOCK’ and
the other ‘EDGE’, external and fire doors have a solid core
Fire Resistant – solid core flush doors
Ledged, Braced & Matchboarded – outdoors for sheds, gates, etc. Bottom end
of braces attached to hanging side (support)
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Mouldings

Rebate
d

Ovolo Moulding
with Glazed Beads

Grooved

Bolection Mould

Joints
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Images

from:

https://stevewilsonsite.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/sec10_doors.pdf

[Accessed 07 February 2019].

Hollow Core

Solid Core

Cheap

Rigid

Types:

Types:

1. Skeleton – ventilation holes to
prevent

bulge,

ripple

effect,

1. Laminated Core Door
2. Chipboard Core Door

limited production
2. Lattice – slot jointed hardboard,
framework stapled together
3. Honeycomb – moulded panel
doors, cardboard in a honeycomb
pattern
Sound & thermal insulation
Increased resistance to fire
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Fire-Resisting Door or Fire Doors
Tested against:
1. Stability – it doesn’t collapse
2. Integrity – resistant to flames or gases
3. Insulation – resistant to high temperatures

Fire Door Ratings
•

FD30 (30 minutes) usually 45mm thick

•

FD60 (60 minutes) commercial use, 54mm thick

•

FD90 (90 minutes)

•

FD120 (120 minutes)

Fire Door Seals
Placed around the lipping or to door and frame to prevent smoke coming in

Different Types of Hinges
▪

Butt Hinge – general purpose hinge

▪

Flush Hinges – easy fitting on lightweight doors

▪

Loose Pin Butt Hinges – easy door removal (knocking out pins)

▪

Lift-off Butt Hinges – easy door removal (lifting)

▪

Washered Butt Hinges – heavier doors, prevent squeaking

▪

Parliament Hinges – allows doors to fall back against the wall

▪

Rising Butts – door lifts clear of obstructions (mat, rug, etc.)

▪

Soss Hinges – invisible when door is closed

▪

Strap Hinges – screwed and bolted directly to door and frame/post

▪

Double & Single Action Spring Hinges – to make a door close by itself

▪

Hawgood Hinges – for industrial and heavy duty double swing doors

*See book pp. 178 for images of each.

Locks & Latches
1. Cylinder Rim Night Latches – on entry doors in homes, little security
2. Mortise Deadlocks – extra security where cylinder rim latches are used, keyoperated, more levers = more security
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3. Mortise Latches – for internal doors that do not lock
4. Mortise Lock/Latches – general purpose, vertical and horizontal types
5. Rebated Mortise Lock/Latches – front end of lock is cranked to fit the rebate on
stiles of double doors
6. Rim Lock/Latches – surface-fixed, used for garden gates and sheds (knob
furniture)

External vs. Internal Door Frames/Linings

External Door Frame

Internal Door Frame

Position

Door frames

Door linings

Sectional Size

Bigger section

Smaller section

Profile

Solid rebated door frame Plain or rebated
no plant on stop.

Planted on doorstops

Weather & Draft

Anti-capillarity measures to

Proofing

prevent rainwater getting in
Compressible seal

Assembly

Fully assembled in joinery Flat
shop or flat pack

Installation Detail

pack

or

fully

assembled in joinery shop

Positioned back from the Architraves fixed to cover
outside

brickwork

sealed

with

mastic

would

and the joint between plaster

silicone
be

/ and lining
the

preferred option.
Materials

Softwood
used

&

hardwoods 30mm MDF
Softwood

&

hardwoods

used
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Stairs
Stairs should be:
Strong, stable, durable, easy to access, look nice, have a guard rail & be safe in a fire

Different Types of Stairs
1. Straight Flight – no turns
2. Quarter Turn – landing between two floors, 90°
3. Half Turn / Dog Leg Stair – landing between floors, 180°
4. Geometrical – fancy e.g. spiral or elliptical

Definitions
Familiarise yourself with the terms and the image. Practice drawing and labelling the
image so you have a clear understanding of each.
Apron Lining – boards that finish a trimmed opening
Balustrade – the handrail and infilling between it
Baluster – short, vertical infilling in an open balustrade
Bull Nose Step – quarter-rounded end step
Carriage – fixed under wide stairs (more than 800mm) to support the centre of
the treads and risers
Commode Step – has a curved tread and riser
Curtail Step – half-round end step
Newel – the large sectioned vertical member at the end of the string
Nosing – front edge of a tread
Riser – vertical member of a step
Spandrel – triangular area under the stairs
String – the board where treads and risers are housed or cut
Close Strings – parallel strings
Cut String – one or more strings cut to match the tread and risers
Tread – the horizontal part of a step
Open Riser / Open Step – stairs without risers
Going – the distance from front to back of tread
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Margin Line – between the nose and the top edge of the string
A bare-faced tenon – type of joint used between string and newel post
Handrail bolt – a treaded bolt that connects the handrail to a newel post or other
handrail components

Stair Requirements as per Building Regulations (from class notes)
 Head room not less than 2m vertical or 1.5m at right angle to nosing line
 Max. pitch = 42º
 Rise of Step Maximum 220mm
 Going of Tread Minimum 220mm
 2R+G falls between 550mm & 700mm (optional size 600mm).
 225mm tread and 175mm rise = good combination (easy to climb)
 Maximum steps in a home = 16
 Maximum gap between spindles = 100mm sphere
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Walls
Timber Stud

Plasterboard

•

Vertical member of a partition wall

•

Fixed between the sole plate and head plate

•

Provides a fixing for the covering material

•

Used as the covering material fixed by
nailing/screwing to timber partitions

Vapour Control Layer

•

Dry finished = joints are filled and taped

•

Wet finished = skim coat of plaster

•

To minimise water vapour passing from moist
interior of the building into the structure (cause
condensation)

•

Made of polythene/intelligent membranes

•

Covers entire wall, sole plate, head plate,
studs, lintels and reveals

Sheathing Material

Insulation

•

Wood-based sheet material

•

Provides resistance to wind loads

•

Strengthens the panels

•

Fibreglass or mineral wool

•

In the spaces between the studs of the
external walls and the ceiling joists in the roof
space

Breather Membrane

•

Waterproof and windproof

•

Made of special lightweight building paper or
felt

•

Fixed to sheathing horizontally from bottom to
top
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•

Fixed to head plate, sole plate, studs and
openings

Cavity

•

Cavity barrier is fitted to control the spread of
flame or smoke through cavities

Masonry Outer Leaf

•

Visually-pleasing, durable and weatherproof

•

Example: brick cladding – connected to timber
frame for stability, flexible wall ties are used,
gaps between brickwork and timber for the
movement of eaves
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Section 6: Useful Apps – Quizlet & Kahoot
Go to the search bar and enter quizlet.com. You will be directed to a site like this.

You can search for study sets without signing up using the search bar. This shows the
results of a search for ‘carpentry stairs’. It will display several different study sets which
you can select from.

If you click on a set, it will take you directly to a set of flashcards that you can study.
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Click the card and it flips over giving you the definition of the word. Hit the arrow to
move back or forward.

Further down, the flashcards are laid out differently but there is an audio function here
too so the cards can be read aloud to you.
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There are plenty of things you can do with these cards once they are complete.
Options are available to the left of the cards.

The fun ones are Match and Gravity. When you click on Match, you will be prompted
to ‘Start Game’. Once you select this, you will see a screen similar to that below which
includes ‘term’ and ‘definitions’.

You must match the term with the correct definition as quickly as possible.
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If you match it correctly, both the term and definition go green and disappear.

If you match incorrectly, they will flash red and stay on your screen.
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Hit the back button and select Gravity from the options. The point of this game is to
write in the answer before the asteroid hits the bottom of your screen. When you
select ‘Start Game’, you will be prompted with options. It is best to select ‘term’ under
‘answer with’.

You have two chances to get it right. If you get it right, the asteroid disappears.
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Get them all right and you move on to the next level. You get a score for each one that
is correct based on your speed. If you don’t get it right, it will give you the answer at
the end and prompt you to study it.

Once complete, hit the back button and select Test from the main menu. Here you
can select a variety of options that suit you best; multiple choice questions, written
questions, matching questions or true/false. Then select the ‘create new test’ button
at the top of the screen. There is an option to print the test too.
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Example of written questions and matching questions:

If you prefer you can create your own study set. You will need to sign up (for free) to
do this. Go back to the original site quizlet.com and click the ‘sign up’ button on the
top right hand corner. Enter the details on the screen that pops up.
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Once you do that, you will be taken to a screen with a ‘create’ button on top. Select
‘create’.

Start your set.
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Once your set is complete, you use the same menu as before, starting with
Flashcards.
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If you are using Quizlet on the phone, go to your app or play store and download
Quizlet for free. Note that Quizlet on the phone has a limited menu; flashcards, test
and match. Once it is installed it will open like below.

If you are using Quizlet on the phone, you must sign up for free. Enter your details.
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Once you do this, you will enter the app and see the following screen. It is likely that
you will see not see any sets if it is your first time using Quizlet.
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Each of the images at the bottom of this screen have different functions. The
magnifying glass allows you to search study sets.
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The + sign allows you to create your own flashcards. This menu will show at the bottom
of your screen.

To create a study set, you follow the same instructions as before.

If you click the three dots on the top right of the screen, this will allow you to download
flashcards in case you want to work on them when you do not have internet access.
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If you are using Kahoot on the phone, go to your app or play store and download
Kahoot for free. Once installed click on Kahoot and you will see a screen similar to the
one on the left below. Click ‘next’ and select ‘student’ on the next screen.

You will be asked to enter some basic personal details like your name.
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You will then be taken to a screen that looks like the one below which will allow you to
do a few things on the menu bar at the bottom.

The Search button allows you to search Kahoots that have already been created by
another user. Type what you are looking for in the search bar.
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Select a Kahoot based on the short description provided. Here you are given the
options of Study or Play.

When you select Study, you will see the screen below. Flashcards is a good starting
point or alternatively challenge another Kahoot user by selecting Create.
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If you select the Play mode, you will get the screen below. The Challenge option
allows you to play yourself or to challenge others, whilst the Host means you can invite
others to play but cannot play yourself.
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When you select Challenge, you will be given the option of sharing it. This isn’t
necessary so click ‘done’.

Select ‘start playing’ (as shown in the image on the left). Verify your name and select
submit (as shown in the image on the right).
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This will take you directly into the quiz which at first displays the question followed by
a second screen which gives you four multiple choice options. Select the one you think
is correct within the timeframe given (shown on the purple bar at the bottom of the
screen). Regardless of the time given, the quicker you are with the correct answer, the
more points you get.
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It will tell you immediately whether it is correct or not and show you the right answer
(image on the left). The quiz continues through all of the questions in this way and at
the end will give you a score and a chance to study the ones you got wrong before
doing it again (image on the right).

It allows you to compete against yourself or against others and this is shown on a
scoreboard at the very end of the quiz.
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You won’t always find exactly what you are looking for using the search bar. In this
instance you can create your own Kahoot – creating it from your own study notes and
then completing the quiz to check your answers can be a very useful study tool.

If you are not already there, click the Home button at the end of your screen. This will
take you back to the original screen. Select Create at the end and this takes you to
the screen below which prompts you to enter a title. An image and a description are
optional. Click ‘add question’.
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This will take you to a new screen which will ask you if you prefer quiz-like questions
or true or false. True or false really depends on the topic so perhaps select quiz.

Following this, you will be asked to create your own questions and make up four
answers; three that are not correct and one that is correct. You can choose to add an
image and set the time limit.
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You can play your own game after creating it or when you enter the app in the menu
bar at the bottom of the screen.
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Here you will also see an option to Enter Pin. You can use this if another Kahoot user
has provided you with a pin that allows you to enter and play the Kahoots they have
created. These can be set up to be played individually or in teams.
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If you are using Kahoot on a laptop, open a new browser window and type in
Kahoot.com. This will take you to the screen below.

Click play and you are prompted to enter a pin. You can only use this where someone
has already created a Kahoot and they have provided you with the pin.

Alternatively, you can sign up and create your own. You will be taken to the screen
below. Select the option which is most appropriate to you.

You will be asked for some personal details like your date of birth and a username and
then brought to a screen to create the account.
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Once you are signed in, select the free package. You will then be taken to a screen
with a menu bar on top.

Discover is the same as a search function. When you click it, you can look for a
Kahoot on a specific topic. You will be given a list of Kahoots. Select one based on
the short description provided.
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You will then be brought to the following screen where you can study by selecting the
‘show answers’ function on the top right or you can select ‘play’.

You will be prompted to select ‘host’ or ‘challenge’.
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Click ‘challenge’ and then ‘create’.

This will bring you to a screen that allows you to invite other players. You can copy the
link and send it to someone, you can share it on social media, you can send them the
game pin or you can opt to play the challenge yourself.
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If you select ‘play challenge’, this will bring you into the Kahoot which originally shows
you the question and then provides you with multiple choice answers. You have to
select which one you think is correct. The quicker you are with the correct answer, the
more points you get.
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It will show you whether you are correct or not.

You will be given a scoreboard between each question and at the end.

Alternatively you can create your own Kahoot by going back to the home screen and
clicking on Kahoots on the menu bar on the top. This will bring you to the following
screen.
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Select ‘create new’ and you will be prompted to enter in all of the details including your
question, an image, and four responses to your question, typically three incorrect and
one correct (tick the circle to the right of the correct answer). You can also assign a
time limit for each question. You can add questions by selecting the blue button on the
left.

Once you have completed your Kahoot, click ‘done’ in the top right-hand corner. This
will prompt you to name your Kahoot and give it a description (optional).
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You can ‘test’ the Kahoot or ‘play’ the Kahoot.

When you select ‘play’ and ‘done’ this will bring you back to the following screen and
you play the Kahoot in the same way you did before.
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